
The EndoRotor® Resection System   •   Technique Guide - Mucosectomy



Indications:

The EndoRotor® System is intended for the removal of alimentary tract mucosa/
sub-mucosa and transgastric direct endoscopic necrosectomy (DEN) procedures 
to treat walled-off necrosis (WON).

Guide Content: The purpose of this technique guide is to supplement the EndoRotor 
System Instructions for Use (IFU).  Please consult the IFU for full details, precautions 
and troubleshooting.

Design Features:
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1.   Specimen trap holder
2.   Indicator light
3.   Speed control switch
4.   Standby button
5.   Vacuum control release button
6.   Prime button
7.   Irrigation on/off button
8.   Catheter Interface locking level
9.   Catheter interface
10. Vacuum control valve
11. Irrigation pump
12. Foot control interface

1. Rotation handle
2. Aspiration tube
3. Saline bag connection
4. Cutting tip
5. Proximal housing/console interface
6. Flexible outer tubing

Figure 2 EndoRotor Catheter
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Endo Luminal Procedures

Identify & Assess the Mucosal Lesion:
Endoscopic assessment and patient selection considerations underlie the evaluation 
for suitability of a lesion for EndoRotor resection. Lesions exhibiting abnormal pit 
pattern or features suggesting deep sub-mucosal should not be considered for primary 
resection with the EndoRotor. The EndoRotor is a cold resection device and mild to 
moderate bleeding may occur and the use of submucosal prophylactic injection of 
epinephrine should be considered. Resection techniques vary based on access to and 
morphology of the target lesion.  

Orientation and cutter positioning
An understanding of the relationship between the cutter lumen and tissue can help optimize 
results. A  solid  black line at the catheter tip indicates that the cutter is positioned exactly 180° 
opposite (Figure 3).  Hashed lines on either side of the black line indicate that the cutter is 
positioned exactly 90° from the lines (Figure 3). A perpendicular circumferential solid black line 
indicates the center of the cutter opening (Figure 3). Clockwise rotation of the inner cannula 
means the cutter window achieves resection immediately to the left of the intersection of the 
vertical and horizontal solid line as indicated by the arrow. When using the catheter in left to 
right sweeping movement the user should position the cutter directly to the left of the target 
tissue. The position of the cutter can be rotated to optimize the approach to the target tissue, 
e.g. in 12, 3, 6 or 9 o’clock orientations. Use 2 fingers rotate the blue rotation handle until the 
cutter lumen is in the desired position (Figure 4).

Figure 3 Solid and hashed lines indicating 
orientation

Figure 4 Physician using rotation handle

Orientation of endoscopic working channels varies by endoscope type, e.g. colonoscope 
channels are at 6 o’clock versus therapeutic gastroscope channels are at 7 o’clock. Consider 
this when seeking the best orientation of the cutting window. Position the catheter after  
the endoscope is brought into a comfortable position and torque is reduced. 

Reposition the patient if optimized cutter positioning cannot be otherwise achieved to 
facilitate access. In a tortuous sigmoid/descending colon a right side lateral or supine 
patient positioning can improve access. Similarly in right colon cases a left lateral or 
supine patient position may afford the best access.  

Catheter tip exposure should never exceed 20mm.  Reducing tip exposure can facilitate 
resection. 1cm of exposure affords the greatest control. A minimum exposure of 4mm is 
required unless a cap is used. A cap alters the trajectory of resection with EndoRotor. 
With a cap the trajectory is offset by the wall thickness of the cap by 1mm. To overcome this 
increase catheter tip exposure to regain tangential cutting. In a therapeutic gastroscope if 
cutting is desired at 3 or 9 o’clock positions, greater tip exposure will improve visibility and 
optimal cutter position. Examples in Figures 5 and 6 depict cutter positioning options with 
and without anatomy  

Figure 5 Approach parameters in anatomy
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Mucosectomy of previous EMRs with scarring and non-lifting
Scarring, caused by a previous EMR, tattooing or in naturally fibrous lesions such as in 
irritable bowel disease often results in failure to lift and is challenging in EMR or ESD. 
However the EndoRotor enables resection down to the desired depth one layer at a 
time and avoids the need to undermine through fibrosis.  In scarred lesions, a higher 
vacuum setting (250mmHg – 350mmHg) can often be useful to facilitate and expedite 
resection. 

Follow an initial pass along the lesion and resect sequential rows using either lateral 
or distal to proximal movement taking care to remain adjacent to previously resected 
rows and minimize overlapping resections. Continue to depress the orange foot pedal 
when moving.  Intermittent depressing of the foot pedal can result in tissue islands.  
Repeatedly pause to assess the resection.  Repeat these steps until the entire lesion 
is removed as depicted in Figure 8a – 9c.

If epinephrine/adrenaline is used, it can improve visualization and minimize bleeding.  
To mitigate the obscuring of lesion margins, mark the circumference of a lesion before 
use of the EndoRotor. Additionally, uniform movement of the catheter yields optimal 
results and shorter resection times. 

Figure 7a Cutting tip positioned in 6 o’clock 
orientation - touch and retract technique

Figure 7b Resection after 1-second retraction

EndoRotor resection basics
Depress the blue foot pedal once to activate the catheter cutter rotation. With the catheter in 
the desired position depress the orange pedal (suction) continuously. The EndoRotor resects 
approximately 3mm – 4mm of tissue with a single contact to tissue. Use the endoscope thumb 
wheel to lift the endoscope away from the mucosa after a focal resection or perform a continu-
ous resection over an area by sweeping laterally and resecting adjacent rows. Regularly retract 
the tip of the catheter into the endoscope to inspect the resection site. If irrigation during 
resection creates pooling of irrigation fluid, irrigation may be temporarily interrupted on the 
console control panel (Figure 1, #7). This can improve the field of view but prime the system at 
least once for every 3 minutes of cutter use.

The cutter will automatically halt after 15 seconds if the orange pedal is released. Alternatively 
depress the blue pedal again to manually halt cutter rotation. This approach enables the  
careful and safe resection of tissue. 

Figure 6 Approach parameters chart without anatomy
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EndoRotor Resection of Margins following EMR
Medium to large sized lesions may be removed without creating an initial margin. The 
method is identical to the last step of the circumferential margin technique whereby the 
physician starts the resection at the most proximal area of the lesion and makes left to 
right passes until the targeted tissue is completely resected.  Variation in location and 
morphology of the polyp may require adjustment in the orientation of the cutter.

In clinical literature EMR is associated with risk for disease persistence and recurrence.  The 
EndoRotor can provide an automated resection of lateral margins following EMR in larger lesions 
with the potential to reduce recurrence.  Unlike hot avulsion, APC or other coagulation  
techniques the EndoRotor technique provides histologic confirmation of margins .

Consider effects of gravity and the potential for fluid pooling before commencing a margin 
resection.  Resect areas with the least potential pooling first for the shortest resection time.  
Position the catheter at intersection of the horizontal/vertical line (Figure 3) aligned with the 
EMR margin.  Move the catheter in the direction that affords the user the greatest control 
(Figure 10a – 10c).  

Vacuum setting should be as low as possible, between 50mmHg – 75mmHg.  Either low 
or high cutter speed may be used.  Resect as much of the margin as is feasible.  Use a new 
specimen trap to isolate margin specimen. 

1 In Emmanuel et al EndoRotor resection of lateral margin was achieved in 30 patients following EMR and magnification chromo endoscopy (DDW 2018; Poster Mo1087).  
Use of the EndoRotor demonstrated adenoma occurrence in 13% of lateral margins and resulting in no recurrence was noted in patients at follow up.
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Figure 10a dissections creating circumferen-
tial margin start on left

Figure 10b dissections on right side 

Figure 10c dissections - completion of 
circumferential margin

Figure 8 Sweeping movements from left to 
right - Esophagus

Figure 8b Repeat sweeping motion in a 
linear fashion to achieve a uniform result

Figure 8c Proximal to distal resection 

Figure 9a Sweeping movements from left 
to right - Colon

Figure 9b Left to right sweeping - Colon

Figure 9c Proximal to distal using endoscope - Colon



Examples of Pathology:

EndoRotor
Morphological findings in Fundic Gland Giant Polyp with high-grade dysplasia 
(left) obtained with EndoRotor depicts the characteristics and nuclear features 
(nuclear stratification, round nuclei, prominent nucleoli) needed for diagnosis 
and is comparable to features obtained with standard biopsy forceps (right).

Standard Bx Forceps

Esophagus, Day 14.
Dashed line indicates area of fibrosis 
suspected to represent healed 
treatment area. Overlying mucosa 
(arrow) is intact.    

Stomach, Day 14.
Asterisk indicates center of large 
accumulation of tissue ink within 
the submucosa. No treatment site 
is visible.

Figure 12a initial scoring of mucosa in 
stomach

Figure 12b Enlarge area of interest until 
resection is complete

Figure 11 Frontal approach

Resection of Mucosal Lesions in the Stomach
Once the operator resects the specimen the user may isolate the specimen or obtain  
a lateral margin resection or to remove a secondary site.  Prior to doing so obtain a 
replacement filter from the EndoRotor Filter Set.  Using two hands hold the lower half 
of EndoRotor Specimen Trap using a second hand rotate the upper half counter 
clockwise until an audible click is heard and separate the halves to remove the used 
filter.  Replace with the new filter and reseal the Specimen Trap. 
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Frontal Face Resection (Colon and Duodenum)
In areas such as illeo-cecal junction, rectal-sigmoid or when folds underlie target tissue, 
a frontal face/en face approach may be required (Figure 11). Alternatively the user may place 
the endoscope in retroflex to the endoscope to optimize a tangential approach.

In a frontal face trajectory the cutter does not have 
direct apposition to the mucosa. To overcome this the 
user should first attempt to reorient the endoscope  
by rotating the endoscope until a more tangential plane 
is possible. Alternatively patient repositioning can 
improve the plane of the approach.  The catheter may 
also be extended with the cutter surface facing  
12 o’clock (Figure 5 & Figure 6). Concurrently increase 
the vacuum setting to 200mmHg – 300mmHg. Using 
the blunt tip of the cutter position the cutting surface 
directly beneath the target tissue. Gently depress the 
catheter slightly into the mucosa so the tissue above 
it folds into the cutter. The method enables the suction  
to facilitate retraction of the tissue into the device. 
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Technical Contact Information: 

Manufacturer    
Interscope, Incorporated
100 Main Street, Suite 108
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
USA     
Toll Free  +1 800 461 4289
www.interscopemed.com

European Orders:
+31 (0)73 03 2541
Free Call
Germany 0800-0000972
Switzerland 0800-000298
UK 0800-3580747

EU Authorized Representative
Healthlink Europe, Inc.
5215-MC s-Hergotenbosch
The Netherlands
www.healthlinkeurope.com
TEL  +31 13 547 9300

Ordering information:

ER-SYS-KIT             EndoRotor System Kit
ERC 20-01           EndoRotor Console
ER 10-01-OP              EndoRotor Catheter 3.2mm x 1890mm
ER 10-01-OP-S         EndoRotor XT Catheter 3.2mm x 1890mm
ER 10-02-O            EndoRotor Catheter 3.2mm x 1550mm (Olympus 135cm)
ER 10-03-OP             EndoRotor Catheter 3.2mm x 1240mm (Olympus/Pentax)
ER 10-03-F                EndoRotor Catheter 3.2mm x 1270mm (Fuji)
ER 10-03-OP-S          EndoRotor XT Catheter 3.2mm x 1240mm
ER 10-03-F-S           EndoRotor XT Catheter 3.2mm x 1270mm
ER 30-01                  EndoRotor Specimen Trap  


